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Abstract
When bugs are found in source code, bug reports are created which contain
relevant information for developers to locate and fix the bug. In large source
code repositories, it can be difficult and time consuming for developers to
manually analyze bug reports to locate a bug. The discovery of patterns
between bug reports and source files has led to the creation of automated
tools using various techniques. Automated bug localization techniques can
reduce the amount of manual effort required by developers by ranking the
most probable location of the bug using textual information from bug reports
and source code. Although these approaches offer some assistance, the lexical
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mismatch between the bug reports and the source code makes it difficult to
accurately locate the buggy source code file(s) using Information Retrieval
(IR) techniques.
Our research proposes a technique that takes advantage of the lexical and
structural patterns observed in source code identifier names to help offset the
mismatch between bug reports and their related source code files. Our observations reveal that there are lexical and structural identifier naming trends for
different identifier types in the source code. Using two open-source projects,
and collecting frequencies for observed identifier patterns across the project, we
applied the observed frequencies to matched word occurrences in bug reports
across our evaluation data set to modify the significance of that word. Based
on observations discovered in our empirical analysis of open source repositories
ElasticSearch1 and RxJava2 , we developed a method to modify the significance
of a word by altering the weight of the matched word represented in the Term
Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectorization of that particular bug report. The idea behind this approach is that if we come across
a word perceived to be significant based on our observed identifier pattern
frequency data, we can apply a weight to that word in the bug report vectorization to increase the cosine similarity score between the bug report and
source file vectors.
This work expands and improves upon previous work by Gharibi et al. [1],
who propose a multicomponent approach that uses token matching, stack
trace, semantic similarity, and a revised vector space model (rVSM). Specifically, our approach modifies the rVSM component, and our work is evaluated
1
2

https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch
https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava
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on the same three open-source software projects: AspectJ3 , SWT4 , and ZXing5 . The results of our approach are comparable to the results of Gharibi et
al., and we achieve an improvement in some cases. It was observed that our
work outperforms many existing bug localization approaches. Top@N, Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Mean Average Precision (MAP) are metrics
used to evaluate and rank our work against other approaches, revealing some
improvement in bug localization across three open-source projects.
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https://github.com/eclipse/org.aspectj
https://git.eclipse.org/c/platform/eclipse.platform.swt.git/
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Chapter 1

Introduction
A software bug is a defect, error, or fault that produces incorrect or unpredictable results [2]. Software bugs are an inevitable byproduct while developing software and can be difficult for developers to resolve in a timely manner
in large repositories. Fixing these bugs is one of the most essential activities
in software development and maintenance [3]. As repositories evolve and the
size of the system increases, the number of bugs in the source code is expected
to increase. When bugs are found, developers create bug reports that contain detailed information describing the bug. Developers must then manually
sort through the bug reports and numerous files in the source code repository
to find the bug’s location, wasting crucial time for development. This takes
even more time for inexperienced developers, as Zou et al. observed a strong
correlation between developer bug reporting behavior and experience and bug
fixing rate [3]. The textual information contained in bug reports and source
code files can be leveraged by automated techniques to help locate the relevant
files that may contain the bug. A significant motivation behind the research
and development of automated bug location techniques results from the observation that the cost of fixing a particular bug increases the longer that bug
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exists in a software system [4]. Furthermore, many current automated bug
localization approaches continue to rank buggy files low in the list of relevant
files, which may cause developers to distrust bug localization tools [5].
Many approaches use Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to rank relevant source code files. In these approaches, each bug report acts as a query
and the source code files are ranked by their similarity to each report. Developers can then analyze these ranked results to significantly reduce the amount
of resources spent on manual bug localization. The effectiveness of these IR
approaches is limited by the lexical and structural mismatch between the natural language in the bug reports and the programming language in the source
code.
The research that follows in this paper aims to offset the language mismatch and improve bug localization by increasing the significance of matched
words (between the source code identifiers and bug reports) using the naming
structure frequencies of a given identifier pattern occurrence in a file. This
research leverages and improves on previous work by Gharibi et al. [1], who
propose a multicomponent approach that uses token matching, stack trace, semantic similarity, and a revised vector space model (rVSM). The motivation
behind this work was to determine the relevance of the placement of a word in
an identifier and if that placement reveals additional information that can be
leveraged to help improve bug localization. Our approach modifies the weight
of a word in a Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectorization of a bug report by leveraging the frequencies of the observed placement
and part of speech tag of the matched word in each identifier type (function
name, declaration, class, parameter, function parameter, and attribute).
An initial empirical study is performed to manually observe identifier nam-
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ing patterns found between bug reports and their relevant source code files following a grounded theory methodology. Two open-source projects were used
for this study: RxJava and ElasticSearch. To gather concrete data to apply
to our modified weighing approach, these projects were used to calculate the
frequency of matched words appearing in a particular identifier position and
part of speech tag for each identifier type. These calculations were collected
across both projects and are used to calculate the final weight to apply to
a word. For each bug report, based on the frequency values gathered from
our matched identifier observation data, we add weight to the matched word
in the report if the identifier pattern is frequent. The weight of the word is
determined by the type of identifier, the frequency at a particular index, and
the frequency of the part of speech tag.
Our approach is evaluated on three open-source software projects: AspectJ, SWT, and ZXing. Top@N, Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Mean
Average Precision (MAP) are metrics used to evaluate our work revealing some
improvement across multiple projects and consistent identifier patterns that
can be leveraged. When comparing our approach with the rVSM component
from Gharibi et al., improvements were observed for ZXing with a Top@1 of
9 (45.0%) over the previous 7 (35.0%). Additionally, for ZXing, we observed
improvements of 0.51 over 0.49, and 0.44 over 0.42 for MRR and MAP, respectively. Compared to SWT, our approach achieved a Top@5 of 80 (81.6%)
over the previous 79 (80.6%) and consistent results for Top@10. Comparing
our approach with AspectJ, we only observed consistent MAP values and no
improvements. Combining our approach and the other components proposed
by Gharibi et al., we were able to observe an improvement in ZXing with a
Top@1 of 13 (65%) over the previous 12 (60%) and an MRR of 0.68 over the
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previous 0.67. Consistent results were observed between our approach and
the results from Gharibi et al. for SWT and AspectJ using the combined
components.

Chapter 2

Research Objective
2.1

Motivation

In software development, on average, as the size of the source code increases,
the chance that bugs are introduced into the source code also increases. These
bugs become more time consuming and costly to fix the longer the bugs remain
in the repository. Therefore, improving automated approaches to rank relevant
files is critical to save development time and cost. Developers use identifier
names to represent the knowledge recorded in the source code [6]. This enables
the ability to observe the consistency of concepts expressed in source code [7]
[8]. This consistency in identifier naming can be leveraged to find patterns
between bug reports and their corresponding fixed files.
Our approach modifies the significance of a matched word in a bug report
based on our identifier naming structure observations and data. Altering the
occurrence of a word in a report alters the TF-IDF vector representation of
the bug report to bring that bug report and source file closer together in
vector space. These vectors are used in a Vector Space Model, specifically a
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Revised Vector Space Model (rVSM) originally proposed by Zhou et al. [9]
to give larger files additional weight, by increasing the term frequency values,
since larger files have been observed to have a higher chance of containing the
relevant bug. Although rVSM modifies the vector weight at the file level, we
have not found existing work that directly modifies the vector representation
of the bug report based on identifier naming structure pattern frequencies at
the word level. We aim to answer whether the placement and past of speech
of a particular word and the type of the identifier can be used to determine
and modify the significance of that word and improve ranking results.

2.2

Contribution

Our primary contribution through this research is to improve bug localization
using the observed structural and lexical identifier frequencies. We achieve
this by:
1. Empirically and quantitatively identifying source code identifier naming
structure patterns for each identifier type across multiple open source
projects
2. Building a tool to modify the weight of a term shared between a bug
report and source code file based on our observations
3. Improved method of automated bug localization using source code identifier naming structure
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Research Questions

We investigate the naming structure of the source code by performing empirical and quantitative experiments to help answer the following research
questions:
• RQ1: What identifier naming trends are consistent across multiple projects? Through our experiments, this question investigates
whether there are consistent naming patterns across multiple open-source
projects with words shared between bug reports and source code identifiers.
• RQ2: Does identifier naming structure have an influence on
bug localization? This question investigates how using the naming
patterns of the source code identifiers improves or worsens the ranking
results of relevant buggy files.

Chapter 3

Related Work
Several studies have looked at how to improve software maintenance in general
[10–89]. Among them, other automated approaches exist to attempt to find a
bug’s location in software repositories. In this chapter, we present an overview
of various bug localization techniques.
Chen et al. [90] developed a method using NLP and a social network model.
Since a bug report can be associated with other bug reports through associations with a similar bug, this relationship is added to the network. When an
additional bug report is added and found to be related to another report, this
relationship generates additional knowledge about the particular bug. The
PageRank algorithm is then applied to the network of extracted words to
rank the fault-prone locations of the software. Although this model was able
to generate some insight into where the bug may exist, since this method is
only based on PageRank to construct the relationships between bug reports,
the software sections that have not previously been associated with a bug
report are not taken into account in the model.
Lukins et al. [91] developed an LDA-based approach to analyze both the
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source code and the bug report. Based on the desired level of granularity
(file, class, or method level), each element in the code is preprocessed and
stored in a single file used for the LDA model. The source code files are
then indexed with the LDA-detected topics. A text query is formed for new
bug reports and is searched via a Vector Space Model (VSM). The results
using this approach were compared to an approach based on latent semantic
indexing (LSI), revealing the LDA technique is at least as accurate as the LSI
approach.
In another approach, once a bug report is received, the relevant files associated with the bug can be revealed to the user with BugLocater, a bug
localization approach developed by Zhou et al. [92]. With BugLocater, the
software files are ranked based on the textual similarity between the bug report and the source code using a Revised Vector Space Model (rVSM) which
considers information about similar bugs that have been previously fixed.
Wang et al. [93] proposed a supervised topic modeling method (STMLocator) to detect relevant source code files given a bug report. This model
takes advantage of previous fixes for bugs associated with a bug report. Both
the textual and semantic similarities between bug reports and source code
files are evaluated. This approach also accounts for bug reports that contain
stack traces. This approach achieved a 23.6% improvement for bug localization and 76.2% improvement for bug localization with bug reports containing
stack-traces.
Moreno et al. [94] proposed an approach called Lobster (LOcating Bugs
using Stack Traces and tExt Retrieval) that combines Text Retrieval (TR)
models with static and dynamic analysis. The similarity between the stack
traces submitted in the bug reports and their code elements is computed and
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combined with the textual similarity. The approach was compared to Lucene,
a revised version of VSM, and the results revealed that this approach is at
least as effective as Lucene-based localization.
Ye et al. [95] proposed a skip-gram approach to measure the similarities
between bug reports and related source code files. This approach connects
natural language extracted from bug reports and code snippets as meaning
vectors in a shared representation space. To achieve this, word embeddings
are trained on API documents, tutorials, and reference documents and then
analyzed to evaluate similarities between documents. Word embeddings were
found to improve the performance of a simple VSM by connecting natural
language and source code.
Swe et al. [95] developed an approach in which class names, functions, and
files are processed separately and useful information is extracted from each
element. The approach then uses three scores to rank relevant files: stack
trace similarity score, bug report similarity score, and class, method, and
variable similarity scores.
Sangle et al. [96] propose DRAST, a deep learning and Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) approach that takes into account the syntactic structure of the
code. The source code is represented by vectors and combines the use of IR
with ML techniques using rVSM and DNNs techniques, respectively.
Zhang et al. [97] proposed an approach that combined code knowledge
graph embeddings and a bidirectional attention mechanism. This approach
aims to represent the relationships found in the source code and extract the
interaction information between bug reports and the source code.
Saha et al. [98] proposed Bug Localization Using Information Retrieval
(BLUiR) which breaks a source file into various elements to overcome signif-
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icant identifiers being lost in the mix of a large number of identifiers. This
approach also considers bug similarity if that data is available for a particular
bug. Structured IR with Okapi BM25 scoring is used to compute a final score
between the eight different source file elements and those scores are used to
rank to source files. It was revealed the results from BLUiR improved upon
existing approaches.
Nguyen et al. [99] propose BugScout, an approach that assumes that the
textual content of the bug report and the source code share some technical
aspects of the system. To represent this relationship, this approach uses a
modified LDA topic model to generate topics which are then mapped to the
corresponding source code files.
Wong et al. [100] discussed a stack-trace and segmentation analysis technique to achieve better bug location results. Their tool is called BRTracer
which is built on top of BugLocator and improves upon BugLocator’s results.
In this approach, a file a divided into multiple segments with a varying level of
granularity. The segment that achieves the highest similarity is then used and
the rest of the segments representing the file are ignored. In addition, they
proposed a method to identify and give additional weight to files explicitly
mentioned in the bug report.
Sisman et al. [101] proposed an approach that incorporates the version history of software files with traditional IR techniques. Specifically, the approach
uses information regarding the frequency with which a file is associated with
bugs and modification information to determine estimates of the probability
that the file contains the source of the bug. It was found by incorporating
prior modification history information and a time decay factor in an IR based
approach, there was a significant improvement in performance for bug local-
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ization.
Rahman et al. [102] propose an approach that extends BugLocator with
a Modified Revised Vector Space Model (MrVSM) derived from similar bug
reports and source code structure and uses historical data to give certain
source code files more weight. It was found that the MrVSM improved upon
BugLocator and was able to find a greater number of relevant source code
files.

Chapter 4

Methodology
To answer our research questions, we began by making observations following
a grounded theory methodology. A grounded theory methodology includes
rigorous qualitative data analysis procedures such as open coding, constant
comparison, and systematic theory development [103]. Open coding involves
collecting potentially useful information without making assumptions about
the data to be collected. Constant comparison involves iteratively looking at
the collected data and determining whether categories can be formed. Iterative
building and refinement of these categories eventually leads to the development
of our theory or significant observations. Following this methodology and using the observed data, we discovered patterns and developed a theory on the
relevance of identifier naming patterns in bug localization. To develop these
observations, we used data from two open-source software projects: RxJava
and ElasticSearch. These two projects were used only to build our set of observations and frequency weights and were not used for the evaluation or testing
of the approach to eliminate bias and to demonstrate the generalizability of
the observations to other existing open-source software projects.

13
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To help gather relevant information to observe, a tool was built to extract
previously fixed bug report information. Specifically, the tool extracted the
summary and description text from each bug report and the modified lines of
code for each modified file associated with that bug report. This tool helped
speed up the process of manually observing patterns by gathering all of the
information in a single file. Additionally, the output of this tool served as the
input data set for the bug localization tool mentioned in the next chapter.
By gathering only the removed lines of code, we can ensure that the observations made are directly related to the bug in the file. In addition, we
can ensure that the remaining file changes do not influence our observations
since these changes cannot be guaranteed to be related to the particular bug.
It should be noted that some bug reports in the repository may have been
excluded from our population, since our tool only pulled closed bug reports
labeled with a Bug tag. Table 4.1 provides a brief overview of the number of
closed bug reports in RxJava and ElasticSearch.
Table 4.1: Overview of Observed Projects
Project

Closed Bug Reports

Number of Files

RxJava

264

1977

ElasticSearch

5863

1624

From the 6127 combined bug reports, we used a 95% confidence level and a
confidence interval of 10 to determine our total sample size. A confidence level
of 10 was selected due to the significant amount of manual effort required in the
empirical study. The observation sample size for each project was determined
using the following equation:
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1−p
e2
p · e1−p
2 ·N )

z2 · p ·
1 + (z 2 ·

(4.1)

where:
z = 1.96 (z-value for a 95% confidence level)
p = 0.50 (population proportion)
N = 6127 (population size)
e = 0.10 (confidence level or margin of error)
n = total sample size to observe across RxJava and ElasticSearch
Using Equation 4.1, we determine that a sample size of 95 bug reports
will be observed across both projects or 48 bug reports for each individual
project. If a confidence level of 5 were used in our sample size calculation,
our sample size would increase to 368, which would have significantly limited
time allocated to the completion and evaluation of our approach. Observations were made for each bug report while following the iterative process of
our methodology. These observations include the number of word occurrences
in the report, the number of occurrences in the source file identifiers, the positioning of the word in the identifier, the type of identifier, and the part of
speech tag of the matched word in the identifier. An example of a bug report
and the observed data is revealed in the following figures. Each word shared
between the bug report and the corresponding fixed files is highlighted with
a distinct color. These figures are included to show the various placements of
matched words in identifiers.
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Bug Report: 1102122385
Title: Filter enrich policy index deletes to just the policy’s
associated indices.
Summary: If you have two enrich policies, and the name of the
one plus a dash is a prefix for the name of the other (e.g.
"policy-test" and "policy-test-more"), then if you delete
the prefix policy the indices associated with the other
policy will get deleted, too.
Figure 4.1: ElasticSearch Bug Report Example
Each changed file associated with the bug report in Figure 4.1 and the
corresponding removed lines of code are represented in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4.

367: String enrichIndexName = EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(
,→ policyName) + "-" + nowTimestamp;
Figure 4.2: EnrichPolicyRunner.java Removed Lines of Code
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86: EnrichPolicy policy = EnrichStore.getPolicy(request.getName
,→ () state); // ensure the policy exists first
90: throw new ResourceNotFoundException("policy␣[{}]␣not␣found",
,→ request.getName());
94: enrichPolicyLocks.lockPolicy(request.getName());
97: List<PipelineConfiguration> pipelines = IngestService.
,→ getPipelines(state);
98: List<String> pipelinesWithProcessors = new ArrayList<>();
103: if (processor.getPolicyName().equals(request.getName())) {
113: request.getName()
119: enrichPolicyLocks.releasePolicy(request.getName());
125: GetIndexRequest indices = new GetIndexRequest().indices(
,→ EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(request.getName()) + -*)
131: deleteIndicesAndPolicy(concreteIndices, request.getName()
,→ ActionListener.wrap((response) -> {
132: enrichPolicyLocks.releasePolicy(request.getName());
141: enrichPolicyLocks.releasePolicy(request.getName());
Figure 4.3: TransportDeleteEnrichPolicyAction.java Removed Lines of Code
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131: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo1");
132: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo2");
139: .setindices(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo1"
,→ EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo2"),
163: .setindices(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo1"
,→ EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo2"),
186: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo1");
187: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(name) + "-foo2");
56: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(fakeId) + "-foo1");
57: createIndex(EnrichPolicy.getBaseName(fakeId) + "-foo2");
Figure 4.4: TransportDeleteEnrichPolicyActionTests.java Removed Lines of
Code
The figures above reveal a bug report and the various placements in which a
matched word may appear in an identifier. After detecting all the occurrences
of the matched words, we collected additional numerical data to obtain a
better understanding of the importance in the placement of matched words in
source code identifiers.
The total count of each word shared between the bug report and the source
code files is represented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Report and Source Code Matched Word Count
Matched Word

Bug Report Count

Source Count

Enrich

2

17

Policy

7

21

Index

2

15

Delete

3

1

Table 4.3 represents each identifier that contained a word mentioned in the
bug report. For each matched identifier, the type of identifier and the number
of occurrences are recorded.
Table 4.3: Matched Word Counts in Relevant Source Files
Matched Identifiers

Identifier Type

Enrich Count

Policy Count

Index Count

Delete Count

enrichIndexName

Declaration

1

0

1

0

EnrichPolicy

Class

11

11

0

0

enrichPolicyLocks

Attribute

4

4

0

0

EnrichStore

Class

1

0

0

0

policyName

Function Parameter

0

1

0

0

getPolicyName

Function Name

0

1

0

0

releasePolicy

Function Name

0

3

0

0

deleteIndicesAndPolicy

Function Name

0

1

1

1

getPolicy

Function Name

0

1

0

0

lockPolicy

Function Name

0

1

0

0

policy

Declaration

0

1

0

0

getIndexRequest

Function Name

0

0

2

0

indices

Function Name

0

0

1

0

indices

Declaration

0

0

1

0

createIndex

Function Name

0

0

6

0

concreteIndices

Function Parameter

0

0

1

0

setIndices

Function Name

0

0

2

0

We then refined the data in Table 4.3 to obtain the counts for each type
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of identifier. Table 4.4 provides an overview of the counts of each type of
identifier for each matched word.
Table 4.4: Identifier Type Counts in Relevant Source Files
Identifier Type Counts

Enrich

Policy

Index

Delete

Declaration Count

1

1

2

0

Class Count

12

11

0

0

Attribute Count

4

4

0

0

Function Parameter Count

0

1

1

0

Function Name Count

0

7

12

1

Parameter

0

0

0

0

green!20
Table 4.5 contains the matched word position data for each identifier type
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Table 4.5: Position Breakdown for Matched Identifiers
Identifier Type Matched Word Position in Identifier

Declaration

Occurrence Count

1 of 1

1

1 of 3

2

2 of 3

3

1 of 2

12

2 of 2

11

1 of 3

4

2 of 3

4

1 of 2

1

2 of 2

1

1 of 1

1

1 of 4

1

2 of 2

13

2 of 3

3

3 of 4

1

4 of 4

1

Class

Attribute

Function Parameter

Function Name

Part of speech information is also collected for each identifier type with
the associated position of the matched word. Including the part of speech tag
of the word enables us to have a better idea of where a given word in the bug
report is more likely to appear in the identifier name and it serves as another
feature we can leverage to determine the significance of matched identifier
words. Table 4.6 contains the matched word part of speech and position data
for each identifier type. The number in parentheses represents the number of
times a matched word was in that particular identifier position.
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Table 4.6: Part of Speech and Position Breakdown for Matched Identifiers
Identifier Type
Declaration

Noun Modifier
1 of 3 (1)

Noun

Verb

Conjunction

1 of 4 (1)

3 of 4 (1)

1 of 1 (1)

2 of 3 (1)
Class

1 of 2 (11)

2 of 2 (11)

1 of 2 (1)
Attribute

1 of 3 (4)
2 of 3 (4)

Function Parameter

1 of 2 (1)

2 of 2 (1)
1 of 1 (1)

Function Name

2 of 3 (3)
2 of 2 (13)
2 of 4 (1)
4 of 4 (1)

The information in this table was collected for each bug report in an iterative process as the significant features to collect became apparent. Table 4.6
contains the most useful data we can leverage to develop our approach and
data collection tool.
green!20

Chapter 5

Analysis Discussion
In this chapter, the answers to our research questions are presented by discussing the observations of identifier naming patterns and the effectiveness of
leveraging the identifier naming patterns in bug localization.

5.1

RQ1: What identifier naming trends are consistent across multiple projects?

To answer this research question, we break this section into two parts: an
overview of the data generated from our tool and a discussion of our identifier
naming pattern observations from the empirical study and generated data.

5.1.1

Overview of Data

This section gives an overview of the identifier naming data from RxJava and
ElasticSearch that is used to derive our concrete observations.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 reveal the position, noun, and verb frequencies for each
position index and identifier type in RxJava and ElasticSearch, respectively.
23
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Table 5.1: RxJava Word Position and POS Frequencies
Identifier Type

First Index

Second Index

Second Last Index

Last Index

MID

Noun

Verb

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

.198

0.00

.856

.103

Declaration

.720

.062

.019

Class

.287

.344

.117

.226

.023

.707

.056

Attribute

.837

0.00

0.00

.162

0.00

.864

.135

Function Parameter

.491

.062

.070

.375

0.00

.860

.096

Function Name

.359

.222

.068

.226

.122

.800

.082

Parameter

.607

.016

.009

.366

0.00

.770

.094

Table 5.2: ElasticSearch Word Position and POS Frequencies
Identifier Type

First Index

Second Index

Second Last Index

Last Index

MID

Noun

Verb

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

.059

Declaration

.650

.088

.035

.224

0.00

.804

Class

.311

.196

.131

.245

.114

.918

.065

Attribute

.660

0.00

0.00

.301

0.00

.867

0.00

Function Parameter

.747

.020

.010

.222

0.00

.797

.010

Function Name

.503

.171

.036

.226

.061

.773

.202

Parameter

.789

.026

.008

.175

0.00

.824

.008

Table 5.3 represents the absolute difference between the position frequency
values found in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Table 5.3: Word Position Frequency Difference

Identifier Type

First Index

Second Index

Second Last Index

Last Index

MID

Total

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Declaration

.070

.026

.016

.026

0.00

.138

Class

.024

.148

.014

.019

.091

.296

Attribute

.177

0.00

0.00

.139

0.00

.316

Function Parameter

.256

.042

.060

.153

0.00

.511

Function Name

.144

.051

.032

0.00

.061

.288

Parameter

.182

.010

.001

.191

0.00

.384
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Table 5.4 represents the absolute difference between the noun and verb
part of speech frequencies found in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Table 5.4: Part of Speech Frequency Difference
Noun

Verb

Frequency

Frequency

Difference

Difference

Declaration

.052

.044

.096

Class

.211

.009

.220

Attribute

.003

.135

.138

Function Parameter

.063

.086

.149

Function Name

.027

.120

.147

Parameter

.054

.086

.140

Identifier Type

Frequency
Difference

The following plots represent the position data in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2
for each identifier type.
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Figure 5.1: RxJava and ElasticSearch Declaration Frequency Plot
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Figure 5.2: RxJava and ElasticSearch Class Frequency Plot
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Figure 5.3: RxJava and ElasticSearch Attribute Frequency Plot
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Figure 5.4: RxJava and ElasticSearch Function Parameter Frequency Plot
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Figure 5.5: RxJava and ElasticSearch Function Name Frequency Plot
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Figure 5.6: RxJava and ElasticSearch Parameter Frequency Plot
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Consistent Naming Pattern Observations

Based on our empirical study and the data obtained by our selection of significant features represented in the previous section, we established the following
high-level observations:
1. The significance of a particular word decreases as its position moves
towards the middle of the identifier
2. Matched words found in declaration identifiers have the most consistent
positioning and part of speech tag
3. The variance of the frequency for a particular identifier type increases
as the the position of a word moves towards the ends of an identifier
4. The frequency of the last index position in function name identifiers is
consistent

5.2

RQ2: Does identifier naming structure have an
influence on bug localization?

To answer this research question, we will break this section into three subsections: an overview of the baseline approach proposed by Gharibi et al. [1],
a discussion of our modified rVSM approach, and a comparison between our
approach and other bug localization tools using the same data set.

5.2.1

Overview of Baseline Approach

Our research improves a multicomponent tool that uses a combination of token
matching, stack trace analysis, semantic similarity, and rVSM to calculate
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similarity scores between each bug report and source code file. These scores
are then combined into a single result and the weight of each individual score
from each component is optimized by an objective function. Although our
approach specifically modifies only the rVSM component of the baseline tool,
we use the other components in the approach in our evaluation to compare
our results with Gharibi et al. and other bug localization approaches.
In the baseline tool, the comments and identifier names in the source code
are preprocesed by tokenizing, stemming, and removing noise in the text including stop words, spaces, Java keywords, and punctuation. In addition to
the source files, the title and summary of the bug reports are parsed and preprocessed using the same preprocessing techniques used on the source files.
The part of speech tag for each token in a bug report and source file identifier
is also processed and included in the data. The token matching component
attempts to assist bug localization by finding exact token matches between the
bug report and the source code. If a full token match is not found, the component can also find partial token matches, which results in a lower score between
the report and source file compared to a full match. Schroter et al. reveal
that about 90% of bugs are located in the top ten stack trace frames [104]. It
was also observed that most of the buggy files are explicitly mentioned in the
stack trace information. These observations motivated the inclusion of a stack
trace component in this the baseline approach. The stack trace component
leverages bug reports that contain stack trace information and files mentioned
directly in the stack trace improve results. The semantic similarity component aims to reduce the lexical mismatch between the bug reports and the
relevant source code files. This component specifically uses Word2Vec [105],
an algorithm that learns the meaning behind words, and GloVe [106], an al-
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gorithm that constructs word vectors. Using pretrained word vectors to build
vectors of the bug reports and source files, the cosine similarity is calculated
between each bug report and source code file representation. In the rVSM
similarity component, each bug report and source code file are represented as
a vector of term weights. The summary and descriptions from bug reports
are used to represent bug reports, and source files are represented by select
identifier names and comments. Each bug report and source file is then vectorized using TF-IDF to represent the bug reports and source files as vectors
of term weights. The cosine similarity is calculated between each bug report
and source file and weights are applied to the similarity scores to give larger
files a higher score.

5.2.2

Our Modified Approach

Preprocessing
Compared to the approach of Gharibi et al., our modified rVSM component
does not preprocesses comments in the source code, only identifiers in the
source code. The title and summary text from bug reports are used to represent each bug report. To extract the relevant identifier information in each
source code file, we use a tool that uses srcML [107], a tool that creates an
XML representation of a source file. After retrieving the identifiers, we collect
the name and type of each identifier. Each identifier is then split into individual terms, which together represent the full identifier name. Spiral [108],
an identifier name splitting tool, was used to help split identifiers by camel
case, underscores, words, numbers, etc. Each identifier token is then stemmed
using the same porter stemmer used in the baseline approach.
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Vectorization
Now that the bug report and the source code identifier strings are prepossessed,
we vectorize each report and file using TF-IDF. Breaking down TF-IDF into
its two respective parts, TF (Term Frequency) represents the number of times
a term occurs in a particular file, while IDF (Inverse-Document Frequency)
represents the frequency of a word across the set of files. The weights of
the terms in these vectors represent the significance of a particular term in a
particular file across the entire set of files.
TF-IDF is defined below in Equation 5.1:
wi,j = tfi,j × log(

N
)
dfi

(5.1)

where:
tfi,j = number of occurrences of term i in file j
dfi,j = number of occurrences containing i
N

= total number of files

Obtaining Weights
Using the average of the frequency data collected with our helper tool for both
observation projects, we can obtain the expected frequency of the occurrence
of a particular identifier pattern. For example, if a matched word is found to
be in the second index position of an identifier and the matched word is a noun,
we can retrieve the average occurrence frequency of this particular pattern.
These frequencies are significant because they help increase or decrease the
weight of a matched word observed in a bug report based on our previously
collected frequency data. For each bug report, our approach iterates through
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each source file. The goal is to build a map of matched words between each bug
report and all source code files and weights representing the normalized sum
of frequencies collected based on each identifier pattern observed containing
that matched word.
After building this set of term weights for each bug report, we modify the
original TF-IDF vectorization of each bug report. This modification alters the
significance of matched words in a bug report based on the frequency of that
particular pattern from our observation data. This is achieved by normalizing
the weights and centering the weights around a value of 1, so if there are no
observations of matched words or if the frequency of a particular pattern is
0, our modification will not change the original TF-IDF term weights. Our
modification weights for each term in a bug report align with each original
TF-IDF term weight, so we iterate through each bug report and multiply the
modification vectors with the original TF-IDF vectors, resulting in the final
bug report term weights.
These vectors are then normalized by the Euclidean norm defined in Equation 5.2:
⃗
V
Vnorm = p 2
w1 + w22 + ... + wv2

(5.2)

where:
V = a vector of term weights
w = term weight in vector V

Similarity
To determine the similarity between each bug report and each source file, we
calculate the cosine similarity between each pair of vectors.
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Cosine similarity is defined below in Equation 5.3:

cos(r, c) =

V⃗r · V⃗c
|V⃗r | × |V⃗s |

(5.3)

where:
r = bug report
c = source code file
V⃗r = vector representation of r
V⃗c = vector representation of c
Similar to the baseline approach, we apply additional weight to larger files
since it has been observed larger files are more likely to contain the bug. To
determine the additional weight to apply to each source file, we use Equations
5.4 and 5.5 below:
Equation 5.4 represents the normalization function for the source file scores
for each bug report.

nor(x) =

x − xmin
xmax − xmin

(5.4)

where:
x

= set of original scores

xmin = minimum value in x
xmax = maximum value in x
Using this normalization function, we compute the weights to apply to
each similarity score using Equation 5.5 below:

Ls,x =
where:

1
1+

e−λ×nor(x)

(5.5)
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s = source file
x = number of terms in s
L = length score of s
λ = weight to adjust the impact of L on the original similarities
Using Equations 5.3 and 5.5, we calculate the final similarity score between
each bug report and source file defined in Equation 5.7 below:

Score = cos(r, c) × Ls,x

5.2.3

(5.6)

Evaluation and Comparison To Existing Approaches

Our approach was evaluated using three open-source projects: AspectJ, SWT,
and ZXing. An overview of these projects can be found in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Overview of Evaluation Datasets

Project

Study Period

Number of

Number of

Fixed Bugs

Source Files

AspectJ

Jul 2002 - May 2010

286

6485

SWT

Oct 2004 - Apr 2010

98

484

ZXing

Mar 2010 - Sep 2010

20

391

Top@N, Mean Average Precision (MAP), and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
will be used as our evaluation metrics to determine the overall effectiveness of
the proposed approach and compare different variables within the approach
to other bug localization tools.
The following is a brief overview of the representation and purpose of each
metric:
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• Top@N measures the accuracy of at least one source file containing a
bug appearing in the results for the top N results, where N is 1, 5, and
10 for this proposed research
• MAP is a standard metric used in IR techniques as it considers both the
accuracy and ranking result. This metric is the average performance of
locating all relevant files.
• MRR is another standard metric used in IR techniques and it measures
the relation between bug reports and predicted source files by finding
the position of first bug correctly located in the predictions. As MRR
increases, bug localization performance is improving.
Before showing the overall results of our approach, which uses a combination of each component mentioned previously, the table below compares the
similarity evaluation results of our rVSM component modified by identifier
naming structures and the rVSM component proposed by Gharibi et al.
Table 5.6: Comparison of the Modified and Baseline rVSM Component
Project

Approach

Top@1

Top@5

Top@10

MRR

MAP

Our approach

88 (30.7%)

148 (51.7%)

179 (62.6%)

0.41

0.23

Gharibi et al.

90 (31.5%)

150 (52.4%)

179 (62.6%)

0.42

0.23

Our approach

39 (39.8%)

80 (81.6%)

85 (86.7%)

0.57

0.50

Gharibi et al.

42 (42.9%)

79 (71.4%)

85 (86.7%)

0.59

0.51

Our approach

9 (45.0%)

11 (70.0%)

12 (60.0%)

0.51

0.44

Gharibi et al.

7 (35.0%)

14 (70.0%)

15 (75.0%)

0.49

0.42

AspectJ

SWT

ZXing

Table 5.6 reveals that our approach achieved better results with smaller
projects. Considering the evaluation results from ZXing and SWT, which
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have 391 and 484 source files, our modified VSM approach was able to achieve
better performance in the Top@1 for ZXing and Top@5 for SWT compared
to Gharibi et al. Additionally, we were able to achieve better MRR and MAP
for ZXing with 0.51 and 0.44, respectively. Compared to the baseline rVSM
component, where ZXing achieved a 0.49 MRR and a 0.42 MAP. Compared to
these two projects, AspectJ is significantly larger in size with 6485 files, about
15 times the size of the two smaller projects. When observing the difference
in size, it appears that our performance decreased as the size of the project
increased. Our evaluation results for AspectJ compared to the other results
reveal that there is a reduction in performance. Since we had a smaller sample
of data, some identifier patterns for a particular index never appeared, so they
were ignored in our weighing approach. If we gather our frequency data on a
larger project to use in our approach, the frequency of these patterns could be
greater than 0 and now alter the significance of that pattern occurrence in a
source file.
The overall results of our approach are compared with the results of other
bug localization tools in Table 5.7:
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Table 5.7: Comparison of Overall Performance
Project

AspectJ

SWT

ZXing

Approach

Top@1

Top@5

Top@10

MRR

MAP

Our approach

133 (46.5%)

192 (67.1%)

212 (74.1%)

0.56

0.32

Gharibi et al.

133 (46.5%)

192 (67.1%)

212 (74.1%)

0.56

0.32

AmaLgam

127 (44.4%)

187 (65.4%)

209 (73.1%)

0.54

0.33

Rahman et al.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BRTracer

113 (39.5%)

173 (60.5%)

197 (68.9%)

0.49

0.29

BLUiR

97 (33.9%)

150 (52.4%)

176 (61.5%)

0.43

0.25

BugLocator

88 (30.8%)

146 (51.0%)

170 (59.4%)

0.41

0.22

Our approach

67 (68.4%)

84 (85.7%)

88 (89.8%)

0.76

0.64

Gharibi et al.

67 (68.4%)

84 (85.7%)

88 (89.8%)

0.76

0.65

AmaLgam

61 (62.2%)

80 (81.6%)

88 (89.8%)

0.71

0.62

Rahman et al.

47 (48.0%)

70 (71.4%)

81 (82.7%)

0.60

0.54

BRTracer

46 (46.9%)

78 (79.6%)

87 (88.8%)

0.59

0.53

BLUiR

55 (56.1%)

75 (76.5%)

86 (87.8%)

0.66

0.58

BugLocator

39 (39.8%)

66 (67.3%)

80 (81.6%)

0.53

0.45

Our approach

13 (65.0%)

14 (70.0%)

16 (80.0%)

0.68

0.53

Gharibi et al.

12 (60.0%)

15 (75.0%)

16 (80.0%)

0.67

0.56

AmaLgam

8 (40.0%)

13 (65.0%)

14 (70.0%)

0.51

0.41

Rahman et al.

9 (45.0%)

14 (70.0%)

15 (75.0%)

0.55

0.50

BRTracer

10 (50.0%)

13 (65.0%)

15 (75.0%)

0.61

0.49

BLUiR

8 (40.0%)

13 (65.0%)

14 (70.0%)

0.49

0.39

BugLocator

8 (40.0%)

12 (60.0%)

14 (70.0%)

0.50

0.44

In addition to class and file names, Gharibi et al. use source code comments
to help resolve the lexical mismatch between the bug reports and source code
files. In our approach, we wanted to explicitly focus on leveraging the naming
structure of identifiers, so all comments in the files were ignored. Overall,
based on the evaluation data, our approach was able to still perform compar-
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atively to the results of Gharibi et al. and better than AmaLgam, Rahman et
al., BRTracer, BLUiR, and BugLocator
ElasticSearch and RxJava, the projects used for our observations, had 1624
and 1977 files, respectively. These projects are about 4 times the size of ZXing
and SWT. There is a chance that our improvements are limited by our lack of
diversity in the number of files for the projects we observed. We ensured that
the projects varied in terms of number of bug reports (5863 for ElasticSearch
and 264 for RxJava), but the number of files for a particular project should be
considered for future work to improve results. Additional observations must
be made in larger projects to capture the full breadth of identifier patterns in
the source code.

Chapter 6

Threats to Validity
This chapter presents threats that may impact the generalizability and applicability of our observations to other software systems. These threats are
broken down into internal, external, and construct validity. Internal validity
refers to experimental errors, external validity refers to the generalizability of
our results, and construct validity refers to the correctness of the metrics used
in the experimental evaluation.

6.1

Internal Validity

A threat to internal validity is the relatively small number of bug reports observed in the empirical analysis. The small sample size limited the number
of observations we were able to construct and it is also significant to consider there is a 10% chance the observations from our empirical study are not
repeatable and may contain a bias.
To reduce internal validity, we evaluated and compared our approach with
other approaches using the same dataset as several previous approaches [1]
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[102] [98] [100] [9]. Additionally, the same evaluation metrics were used for
these comparisons. We also derived our observations and tested our tool on
two projects that were not used for evaluation. This was done to eliminate
bias in our technique and increase the generalizability of our approach, since
we are not overfitting any particular project. It is possible the two projects we
used for our observations and testing do not accurately represent the nature of
the other three projects used in our evaluation. Since our weighting technique
relied heavily on the weights generated using these two projects, it is likely our
approach could be improved by collecting observation data on a larger sample
of projects.

6.2

External Validity

Since our approach is highly dependent on the proper naming of identifiers,
identifiers that do not follow a standard writing style pose a threat to the
success of our approach. To help mitigate this threat, we used three open
source projects of varying sizes that were developed independently [1]. Another
external threat to consider is the programming language of choice analyzed
for this research. For this work, all of the observed source code is written in
Java. The identifier naming structure observations will likely not completely
generalize to projects written in other languages. However, future work could
expand on the observations mentioned previously to apply this approach to
other languages.
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Construct Validity

We mitigated threats to construct validity using Top@N, MRR, and MAP to
evaluate our approach. These are standard metrics that are used to demonstrate improvement with our approach compared to other previous approaches.

Chapter 7

Conclusion & Future Work
Locating bugs in source code is a time consuming and costly task for developers. Automated bug localization approaches help to find buggy files by
ranking relevant files associated with each bug report to reduce the number of
files developers must manually sort through.
The objective of this work was to improve bug localization using observed
patterns and concrete data from matched words in bug reports and their relevant source code identifier names. To achieve this, we have performed an
empirical study on two open-source projects to derive the features we want to
capture and build towards a collection of consistent patterns between words
found in a bug report and in source code identifiers. Using the features observed in the empirical study, a tool was created to gather relevant concrete
data for each determined feature. Using the concrete data, observations were
made consistent with various data from both RxJava and ElasticSearch. Our
approach shows improvement in bug localization in particular cases and shows
that there are consistent patterns in identifier naming structure which can be
leveraged to improve bug localization.
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This research can be improved by incorporating a genetic algorithm to
fine-tune hyperparameters to optimize the weights applied to the occurrence
of a matched word to improve results. Furthermore, by observing a larger
sample, additional patterns can be collected to further improve the results of
the approach.
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